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Abstract

In 2016 a collection of guiding principles for the
management of scientific data was proposed by
a consortium of scientists and organizations un-
der the acronym FAIR (Findability, Accessibil-
ity, Interoperability, Reusability). As many other
disciplines, control theory also is affected by the
(mostly unintended) disregard of these principles
and to some degree also suffers from a repro-
ducibility crisis. The specific situation for that
discipline, however, is more related to software,
than to classical numerical data. In particular,
since computational methods like simulation, nu-
meric approximation or computer algebra play an
important role, the reproducibility of results relies
on implementation details, which are typically out
of scope for written papers. While some publica-
tions do reference the source code of the respective
software, this is by far not standard in industry
and academia. Additionally, having access to the
source code does not imply reproducibility due to
dependency issues w. r. t. hardware and software
components. This paper proposes a tool based
approach consisting of four components to miti-
gate the problem: a) an open repository with a
suitable data structure to publish formal problem
specifications and problem solutions (each rep-
resented as source code) along with descriptive
metadata, b) a web service that automatically
checks the solution methods against the problem
specifications and auxiliary software for local test-
ing, c) a computational ontology which allows for
semantic tagging and sophisticated querying the
entities in the repo and d) a peer-oriented process
scheme to organize both the contribution process
to that repository and formal quality assurance.

1 Introduction

The scientific advances of the past have been pos-
sible because researchers either added their own
ideas to earlier ones or modified them to draw
different conclusions. This process is mainly fa-
cilitated by the publication of results. For the
creative individual it is necessary to fully under-
stand published results in their important details
like assumptions, reasoning, conclusions – both
for improving and for criticizing. Despite om-
nipresent digital technology, the main medium for
the necessary information transport is still (writ-
ten) natural language. Like in many other dis-
ciplines, scientific communication in control the-
ory typically is enriched with an ample stock of
mathematical symbols and other formalisms such
as block diagrams, but natural language still pro-
vides the necessary context.

However, since more and more computational
methods play a crucial role in systems and con-
trol research, it becomes increasingly difficult to
fully understand the essence of many publications
in contrast to merely taking notice of their state-
ments and claims. The difficulties of software in
relation to reproducibility have been recognized
early on [1] and are still a frequent point of discus-
sion [2–6]. Recently, the journal ReScience C [7]
was founded specifically to document examples of
these issues. From the perspective of the authors,
full understanding implies the ability to indepen-
dently reproduce the results from a ground of
common assumptions. For (conventional) mathe-
matical proofs and similar reasoning, natural lan-
guage and written formal symbols therefore still
seem appropriate. On the other hand, for results
that practically cannot be reproduced (i. e. un-
derstood) without using computation (like simu-
lation, numerical linear algebra, or symbolic cal-
culations with computer algebra systems), it ap-
pears naturally that all information that is neces-
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sary to reproduce these results should be provided
along with the published description in natural
language. This includes experimental data [8–
10] but also, and arguably more important in our
field, source code for simulations and other types
of calculations [11–17]. Even with the informa-
tion pieces seemingly available in published texts
and source code, interested readers still often run
into road blocks caused by differences in the en-
vironment, configuration, or missing documenta-
tion. Recent efforts therefore propose employing
so called Continuous Integration (CI) [18–20], a
concept explained below.

However, reproducibility is only one of sev-
eral problem areas in which significant research
resources are dissipated. In 2016 an interna-
tional consortium of scientists and organizations
published a joint appeal to “improve the infras-
tructure supporting the reuse of scholarly data”
[21]. In this widely recognized publication a
set of guiding principles for the management of
scientific data was proposed under the acronym
FAIR (Findability, Accessibility, Interoperability,
Reusability)1.

This perspective reflects the fact that before re-
production of scientific results can be considered,
those results have to be found, accessed and eval-
uated w. r. t. relevance. While classical search en-
gines are doubtlessly helpful, they operate mainly
on the syntactical level (e. g. searching for match-
ing words) and thus are of limited use. An im-
provement can be expected by the use of seman-
tic information as this would allow searching via
the meaning of words instead of their syntactical
representation as a string of characters. However,
publishing results with such suitable semantic in-
formation requires certain standardization. Addi-
tionally, efficient searching would benefit greatly
from the existence of a central knowledge base.

While the present paper makes extensive use of
the term ’knowledge‘, the exact meaning of that
term is an (open) philosophical issue and thus far
beyond the scope of this paper. In this contri-
bution we mainly refer to instrumental and to
conceptual aspects of knowledge: The know how
suitable to solve certain specific problems and the
capability to express relevant statements about
such problems and solutions in a precise and un-
derstandable way. This kind of knowledge can
beneficially be represented as a combination of
source code, a so called (computational) ontology

1See section 6.1 for further details. While reusability
(of data) and reproducibility (of scientific results) in gen-
eral are not identical, for the scope of this contribution we
consider it as similar goals. This is due to the fact that
we aim to apply the FAIR principles to software-based re-
sults instead of mere (numerical) data. For software to
be reusable it is necessary to be functioning and thus its
results must be reproducible.

(see below) and some additional metadata.

Assuming that an upcoming publication owes
(part of) its content to computational methods,
the present contribution proposes the following:
a) As a supplement to the usual natural-language-
based publications (typically published as PDF
file), the related source code along with seman-
tic metadata should be published to a central and
open repository with a suitable data structure. To
facilitate this, we further suggest b) a web service
connected to that repository that automatically
checks the solution methods against the problem
specifications and a suite of auxiliary software for
local testing. To enable users to better find ex-
isting solutions, independently of linguistic am-
biguity, we propose c) the coupling of said repo
to an ontology which provides both a controlled
vocabulary usable for tagging, as well as an inter-
face for sophisticated querying based on seman-
tic web standards. Finally, we propound d) a
peer-oriented process scheme to organize the con-
tribution process (acceptance/refusal) and formal
quality assurance without the need for a central
authority.

From the viewpoint of the authors, the pro-
posed approach of an ”active knowledge reposi-
tory“ interconnects innovative technical and so-
cial aspects. However, to have any noteworthy ef-
fect on the above mentioned FAIR-related prob-
lems it must gain some significant support and
adoption by other researchers and therefore must
be open to ideas, criticism and improvement sug-
gestions by the community from an early stage.
Consequently, the presented approach should not
be considered a “final solution” but instead a con-
ceptual draft, which might be the point of depar-
ture for further discussion and iterative develop-
ment.

The remainder of this paper is structured as fol-
lows: Section 2 summarizes relevant established
technologies and a concept for how to integrate
them. Section 3.1 proposes the above mentioned
dedicated structure of the repository, while Sec-
tion 4 describes how the repository and the pro-
posed web service can be combined to perform a
contribution as the basic use case of the whole
platform. In Section 5 we briefly comment on
what elements of the concept are already imple-
mented (see also [22]) and in Section 6.2 answer
some critical questions, which are expected to
arise for the reader.

Note that the present contribution is an ex-
tended version of the conference paper [23], where
the Automatic Control Knowledge Repository
(ACKREP) was firstly introduced. The extension
mainly consists in the development of an ontol-
ogy for the domain of control systems engineering
(OCSE) and its coupling to the original ACKREP
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approach, which enables better support for the
FAIR principles, especially for the findability as-
pect2. Furthermore, the actual knowledge repos-
itory has also been extended significantly, from
originally 9 entities to currently about 50.

2 Existing Solutions and In-
tegration Concept

This section briefly summarizes already existing
technologies and techniques. Then these elements
are combined to form an integrated process con-
cept.

2.1 Collaboration via Distributed
Version Control Systems

A key feature for digitally represented informa-
tion is the ability to perform changes (includ-
ing adding or removing content) with very little
effort. However, keeping track of such changes
is a challenge on its own, especially if changes
are asynchronously made by several individuals.
In software engineering, version control systems
(VCS) are used to solve this problem. During the
last decade, decentralized version control systems
(DVCS) and most prominently the software git
have arguably become the de facto standard. A
set of information that is under version control is
called a repository. It typically represents a file
system (directories and files) along with its evo-
lution history. This history is represented by a
collection of incremental snapshots, stored along
with metadata like time stamp or author as a col-
lection of commits. The order relation inside such
a collection is ensured by using a hash tree (also
called Merkle tree [24]) as the data structure: For
each commit, a unique cryptographic hash is cal-
culated and stored as part of the metadata. Addi-
tionally, each commits metadata also contains the
hash code(s) of its parent(s) commit(s), i. e. the
state of the repository to which the incremental
snapshot applies.

This data structure allows for temporary paral-
lelism. Each node (commit) in the tree can have
multiple child nodes (branches). Moreover, each
node can have multiple parent nodes too, which
enables branches to be merged together after a pe-
riod of independent evolution, see Fig. 1. Git pro-
vides mechanisms to resolve merge conflicts auto-
matically or manually.

This technology facilitates a distributed devel-
opment model, which is adopted by many open
source projects: Potential contributors clone the

2The aspects accessibility, interoperability and mainly
reusability (via reproducibility) were already covered by
the original approach to some extent.

original repository, i. e. create a local copy of it,
make their own contributions in the form of com-
mits, and turn in a merge request for the original
repository. Typically, some review iterations take
place before the external contribution is merged
into the main repository.

2.2 Automated Tests and Continu-
ous Integration Services

An automated test is a piece of software that
executes other pieces of software and compares
their results to (hardcoded) expected results [25].
Roughly, tests can be subdivided into unit tests,
checking the isolated functioning of a small piece
of software, and black box tests, checking correct
input-output behavior of a larger piece of soft-
ware.

While creating and maintaining such “unpro-
ductive” code takes additional effort, this invest-
ment usually is justified even for projects of mod-
est complexity by the increased efficiency of iden-
tifying unintended behavior (“bugs”). Addition-
ally, automated tests are an important technol-
ogy if heterogeneous execution environments (e. g.
different version of dependency libraries) should
be supported and greatly help to facilitate dis-
tributed software development, see section 2.1.
Due to this surplus value of suitable automated
testing, so called continuous integration services
were developed. Such a service basically monitors
the state of a repository and whenever this state
changes (e. g. by some uploaded commits) it exe-
cutes the set of automated tests that are defined
in the repository itself and reports the result in a
suitable way.

A

B

C

D

E

F

H

I

initial commit

merge commit

newest commit

Figure 1: Schematic visualization of branching
and merging in the distributed version control sys-
tem git.
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2.3 Semantic Technologies: OWL-
Ontologies and SPARQL-
Queries

Currently the most common methods of rep-
resenting complex knowledge computationally
are semantic triples of subject-predicate-object-
relations and (computational) ontologies. In this
context an ontology is a formal (i. e. machine-
actionable) specification of a shared conceptual-
ization (semantic coverage) of a knowledge do-
main [26]. In other words, an ontology specifies
which concepts do exist in a domain and how they
are related to another [27–29].

Semantic triples are often represented in RDF3

file format while for ontologies the Web Ontology
Language (OWL) is prevalent, which can be in-
terpreted as an additional layer on top of RDF
and enables knowledge representation by means
of so called Description Logics [30, 31] which are
decidable fragments of first order predicate logics.
The added value of such an ontological formaliza-
tion is that it enables automatic reasoning for a
knowledge base.

To be of any use, knowledge bases, such as
Wikidata [32] have to provide search access to
potential users. The SPARQL Protocol and RDF
Query Language (recursive acronym) is a stan-
dard approach to this regard. This query lan-
guage explicitly is designed to make use of the
triple structure, where the predicate typically is
given by an ontological relation and subject and
object can either be abstract OWL concepts or an
instance of such. The strength of this approach
is that via boolean combination of such atomic
queries, results can be retrieved which are not ex-
plicitly present in the knowledge base. This is
especially true if an automatic reasoner has been
applied to infer “new” relations between the en-
tities of the knowledge base.

Interestingly, such technologies, which origi-
nated in the context of the so called semantic web
[33, 34] have had huge impact on life sciences, e. g.
cf. [27], but as of yet seem to be almost unknown
or rarely used in engineering. For example, [35]
is one of the very few attempts to apply semantic
technologies to the domain of control theory of
which the authors are aware of4.

3Abbreviation for Ressource Description Framework.
4See also [36] for “Methodnet”, a complementary ap-

proach by the authors which has a different focus than
the proposal from this paper but is designed to explicitly
benefit from interlinking data with ACKREP.

2.4 Integration Concept: “Au-
tomatic Control Knowledge
Repository”

The aforementioned technologies and approaches
do exist and have been applied for years or even
decades. However, to the best of the authors’
knowledge, there does not exist a combination of
these components suitable for the needs of the sci-
entific community and in particular the require-
ments of researchers in the field of automatic con-
trol and systems theory. Thus, the purpose of this
contribution is to propose such a combination and
to expose these ideas to critical comments from
the research community.

As mentioned in the introduction, we propose
in particular

1. to establish a central repository in the
sense of Sec. 2.1, which collects content-
related software (e. g. control theoretic algo-
rithms), organizational software (the auto-
mated tests) and metadata in a formal struc-
ture,

2. to establish a supportive web service for that
repository, providing CI functionality tai-
lored to its structure and to the needs of
systems and control engineering, plus a suite
of software tools to simplify contributions to
that repository e. g. by allowing for local test-
ing,

3. to establish an ontology to formalize control
theoretic knowledge in order to harmonize
language use and enable SPARQL-searches
on the repository,

4. to establish a set of rules that distribute
the decision making about submitted contri-
butions (merge requests) and other mainte-
nance work among the previous active con-
tributors.

We call this concept active knowledge repository
to reflect the fact that it is more than a passive
store of information. Due to the testing carried
out by the web service, it is guaranteed that the
contained software had worked under clearly spec-
ified conditions on computational infrastructure
that is independent from the content contribu-
tor (and thus not prone to undiscovered depen-
dency issues). The term “knowledge repository”
distinguishes from the term “knowledge base” be-
cause it suggests dynamic evolution by contribu-
tions from multiple sources and from the mere
“repository” because it hints that it does not just
contain source code but by the kind and structure
of this source code (and metadata), the repository
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content can be regarded as a representation of do-
main specific problem solving knowledge (which
can be transferred to other problems).

3 Proposed Repository
Structure

As described above, the repository should con-
tain instrumental as well as conceptual knowl-
edge. The following subsections detail both as-
pects.

3.1 Instrumental Knowledge Rep-
resented as Software + Meta-
data

To reproduce a result, it is necessary to reduce
it to a binary yes-no question. Our approach is
based on the observation that the typical (com-
putational) result in control theory can be split
up into a precise description of the problem (or
class of problems), e. g. computing an input tra-
jectory for an equilibrium transition of a state-
space system, and a description of how to solve
these problems. This corresponds to the con-
cept of a unit test, where the problem descrip-
tion is the test case and the solution descrip-
tion is the software to be tested. As a test case
can succeed or fail, a problem solution can either
solve a problem (i. e. calculate the expected re-
sult from the provided data) or fail to do so. To
achieve flexibility and modularity, the repository
structure requires a formal split of contributions
into independent (but linked) entities of different
types, see Fig. 2. The most important entities are
ProblemSpecification and ProblemSolution5.

Note that in this structure a
ProblemSpecification is also given by ex-
ecutable code (indicated by the gear wheel).
The solution entity is expected to repre-
sent the concrete application of zero or more
MethodPackages, which for example contain
the code for solving boundary value problems
or adaptive grid refinements. Such methods
might be complex pieces of software, which
are compatible with one or more runtime
EvironmentSpecifications.

Finally there are entity types for
Documentation (with obvious use) and Comments.
The latter provides a formal possibility for trans-
parent long term communication, such as
improvement suggestions or criticism related to
other entities.

In the repository, each entity is represented by
a directory containing at least one file named

5Short forms: Problem and Solution. Other short
forms are similarly self-explaining.

Figure 2: Relations between the various entities.
All cardinalities are m-to-n with one exception:
Each ProblemSolution is associated with exactly
one EnvironmentSpecification. Note that enti-
ties of type Comment can also reference entities of
their own type. The gear wheel symbolizes ex-
ecutable code associated with the entity, other
(meta)data is marked by the file icon.

metadata.yml, which must specify some defined6

attributes in the widespread and easy to edit
YAML format. The most important of these at-
tributes is the entity key, which is required to be
a five character string of numbers and capital let-
ters and serves to uniquely identify every entity
in the repository. While most attribute fields are
generic to all entity types, some are specific to
one type such as the field estimated runtime for
a ProblemSolution. Entities that contain source
code obviously need to include the respective files
in their entity directory and reference it in the
metadata, e. g. solution file="solution.py"

for the type ProblemSolution.

While the type for each entity is specified in the
metadata, it is a convention to have a top level di-
rectory structure that maps to the different types.
Inside these top level directories, arbitrary subdi-
rectories can exist, but entities are not allowed to
be nested.

3.2 Conceptual Knowledge Repre-
sented as Ontology

While the entities from the previous subsection
are suitable to describe the precise details of prob-
lems and solutions, they (alone) are not condign
to represent their interrelations and how they fit
into “the big picture” of control theory7. To this

6For details see the README.md file of [37].
7In the original approach [23] this task was referred

to an additional entity type ProblemClass. However, it
turned out that representing the necessary relations solely
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end, we propose to include a computational ontol-
ogy in the repository, which contains all terms rel-
evant to properly characterize the ACKREP en-
tities. This so called Ontology of Control Systems
Engineering (OCSE) mainly consists of a taxon-
omy sorting concepts into a hierarchy of distinct
generality. E. g., a Linear State Space System

is a special case of a State Space System which
is a special case of an ODE System etc. In addition
to these is a-relations, OWL allows for arbitrary
further relation types. Thus it is possible to rep-
resent, e. g., the fact that a Transfer Function

(special kind of dynamical system model) can
be represented by a Rational Function (special
kind of scalar mathematical mapping).

A major challenge in this regard is the proper
formal representation of mathematical knowl-
edge. Obviously, a significant conceptual cover-
age of mathematics is needed for control theory,
but on the other hand a too deep representation of
mathematics inside OCSE would require an infea-
sible effort. While there are several existing ap-
proaches of formal mathematical knowledge rep-
resentation (see [38, 39] and references therein),
many of which are focused on automated theorem
proving, unfortunately none of them seems suit-
able to provide the necessary concepts for con-
trol theory. As a preliminary pragmatic solution
mathematical concepts are therefore covered in
OCSE only as needed with a rather flat relation
structure.

The coupling between the ontology and the
software-related entities is achieved by using the
concept names from the OCSE (i. e. names of on-
tological classes) as tags in the metadata files for
each entity. Thus the OCSE provides a controlled
tag vocabulary and prevents linguistic ambiguity.
But more than a mere word list the ontology also
encodes semantic relationships between the con-
cepts and allows for SPARQL queries (see Sec-
tion 4.4).

For the sake of understandability the OCSE is
represented as a YAML file in the repository, i. e.
in the same format as the defining metadata files
of the instrumental entities. This is motivated
a) as we assume little to no prior knowledge of
OWL and b) to better track and review changes in
version control. To be compatible to established
standards we also provide a version in RDF-XML
which is automatically generated from the OCSE
YAML source by means of [40].

Fig. 3 shows an excerpt of the OCSE taxonomy.

via the respective metadata.yml-files would either be very
limited or would require reinventing established technolo-
gies from knowledge representation.

4 General Architecture and
Process Scheme for Con-
tribution and Information
Retrieval

4.1 Architecture Overview

So far, we only have a passive repository with
a suggested structure (in the following named
ackrep data). However, the main advantage of
the proposed approach should be that a contribu-
tion to the repo will only be merged if it is consis-
tent, i. e. obeys the formal structure, and all (old
and new) ProblemSolutions are able to solve the
related Problems. In other words: all tests must
pass. To check this, we propose a suitable inter-
operation between different software components.
This architecture is visualized in Fig. 4.

The basic component is a software that crawls
through the repository, checks the consistency
of each entity, collects all solutions and related
problems, runs the individual test cases and re-
ports the results. In the current prototype im-
plementation this software is called ackrep core.
It is available with a command line interface,
which allows local testing on personal IT in-
frastructure. However, the relevant test run,
which decides whether a contribution is accept-
able, must take place on independent infrastruc-
ture, i. e. on a server. To comfortably inter-
act with ackrep core on that server, there is a
web interface (ackrep web). To simplify the pro-
cessing and interconnection of the entities, the
metadata from the repository is loaded into a
database. When a solution check is triggered
via the web service, ackrep core creates an ex-
ecutable script from a template. This script
is then executed by a component named code

executor, which is configured according to the
relevant EnvironmentSpecification. The script
passes the ProblemSpecification object to the
ProblemSolution function. Then the script
passes the result into the evaluate solution

function, which finally compares the numeri-
cal/symbolical values of the solution with the ex-
pected ones and decides whether the test was
passed or failed. The result is displayed to the
user via ackrep web along with optional graphi-
cal results that were created by the solution, cf.
Fig. 6.

Obviously, there must be a copy of the
ackrep data on the server. However, the “canon-
ical place to live” for this repo should rather be a
public repository host such as github.com, which
we chose for the prototype. Alternatives would
be e. g. gitlab.com, bitbucket.com or codeberg.org
(non-profit). Such a service provides features for
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Figure 3: Section of the taxonomy (subclass hierarchy) of the Ontology of Control Systems Engi-
neering (OCSE). Note that the depicted is a-relation is only one of several relations between the
concepts. The inset in the lower part shows an unlabeled overview of the whole taxonomy graph with
the visible section highlighted.

browsing the repository history and creating a
personal clone, which can evolve into a fork, i. e.
a version of the repository that shares the history
but after a branching point differs from the offi-
cial repo state, e. g. due to additional commits.
For such a fork (which gets its own URL from the
repo host), a potential contributor can then file
a merge request via ackrep web, which triggers
the consistency and solution checking described
above.

4.2 Basic Contribution Scheme –
Constitutional Rules

The merge request described above only has to be
triggered by a potential contributor and the for-
mal quality assurance in the form of consistency
and solution checking takes place automatically.
However, these formal conditions are only neces-

sary but not sufficient. The final decision whether
a contribution should be merged to the official
(i. e. canonical) ackrep data should be made by
humans based on relevance of the contribution
and its scientific and educational value.

The aim to establish peer-based decision mak-
ing in potentially controversial situations while
minimizing both conflict and bureaucratic over-
head poses some social challenges, which are tack-
led in the form of a set of rules called constitution.
The basic idea is that any decision, both regarding
contributions and the constitution itself, should
be made consensually by the group of active con-
tributors (see below). For initial simplicity, there
is no other body of decision-making, but as this
group grows, it can and should (consensually) de-
cide to establish a more elaborated structure. To
facilitate this idea, the proposed initial constitu-
tion describes a scalable rejection-minimizing con-
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Figure 4: Schematic visualization of the proposed
component architecture and their interaction dur-
ing the use case of a contribution (see Sec. 4.3).
The orange elements are associated directly with
a merge request.

sensus mechanism, see Constitution.md in [37].

From the viewpoint of the authors, rejection
minimization is important for the following rea-
son: In contrast to rules implemented in program
code, which are applied to inanimate and indif-
ferent pieces of information (“data”), the subject
of the constitutional rules are human individuals
with their own interests and preferences. Thus,
these rules are not followed due to natural laws
(as is the case for data processed by software on
a digital device) but due to free decision. If a ma-
jority vote displeases group members, it is likely
they leave and will not contribute anymore.

4.3 Basic Use Case 1: Making a
Contribution

For the sake of understandability, the use case
of contributing is described as a concrete exam-
ple. We assume a) that there is a set of distinct
individuals {C1, . . . , Cn} who have already con-
tributed to the repository (“active contributors”)
and b) a prospective contributor P who has devel-
oped a method for trajectory planning of nonlin-
ear state-space systems and wants to contribute
this method to the ackrep data repository. To
accomplish this, the following steps are required:

1. P creates a personal fork of ackrep data

and locally installs the supporting software
(ackrep core).

2. P splits up their code into entities according
to the required data structure8, see Sec. 3.1.
This includes the creation of appropriate
metadata.yml files containing suitable tags
from the OCSE.

3. With the help of the ackrep command line
tool, P tests locally whether all consistency
and solution checks pass and, if necessary,
fixes all reported formal issues.

4. If no issues are reported, P pushes the
changes to their personal fork.

5. P files a merge request9 via the ackrep.org
web service.

6. The web service verifies that all tests pass.

7. C1 . . . Cn get notified about the merge request
and express their opinion about accepting or
rejecting the request and optionally suggest
improvements.

8. After optional review iterations, the (final)
merge request is accepted or refused based
on the constitutional rules. If accepted, it
is part of the official version of ackrep data

and if P /∈ {C1, . . . , Cn} then P becomes Cn+1

and n := n + 1.

It is worth mentioning that the decision makers
C1 . . . Cn, although they could, are not expected to
perform a careful review of the code, which would
clearly be too much effort in some cases. However,
they are expected to check that the code is rele-
vant to the scope of ackrep data and does not
contain obvious errors. If a problem with a con-
tribution later arises, this could be documented
e. g. via the Comment entity.

4.4 Basic Use Case 2: Information
Retrieval

The actual goal of contributing knowledge to
ACKREP is to provide access to this knowledge.
To this end the ACKREP web service exposes a
SPARQL-interface by which queries in that lan-
guage can be directed to the ontology – or more
precisely to the ontology engine which is currently
implemented using owlready [41]. Because there
is a one-to-one correspondence between ACKREP
entities as described in Section 3.1 and individuals
in the ontology (i. e. instances of ACKREP Entity

which is a subclass of owl:Thing) this interface

8The main code will be a MethodPackage while
ProblemSpecification and ProblemSolution can easily be
created based on existing examples

9Often also called pull request, although merge request
better reflects the essence of the concept: the request to
merge new content into the existing repository.
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offers a convenient way to apply semantic search
to the ACKREP entities, cf. Fig. 5.

Figure 5: Schematic visualization of the informa-
tion retrieval via SPARQL queries and the in-
volved components of the acrep web service.

The main difference to ordinary text-based
search is the following:

• Controlled vocabulary: Because only search
terms which are present in the ontology
(OCSE) apart from built-in SPARQL con-
structs can be used, the problem of linguistic
ambiguity is prevented. E.g. the concepts of
“trajectory planning” and “open loop con-
trol” both refer to essentially the same con-
cept but this fact is completely invisible on
the syntactical level (on which text based
search operates).

• Subsumption: Due to the taxonomic is a-
relation inherent in the OCSE the knowl-
edge about generalization is represented. If
a query asks for State Space System the re-
sult should contain entities with tagged with
Linear State Space System as the latter is a
subclass of the former, although the more
general tag is not explictly present.

• Fine grain control of the results: in contrast
to ordinary search dialogues, a SPARQL in-
terface offers many more possibilities to for-
mulate complex queries, e.g. by usage of log-
ical operators such as UNION or NOT IN.

5 Results: Current Imple-
mentation Status

The aim of the authors is to develop a practically
working concept, therefore a prototype of the
proposed software ackrep core and ackrep web

has been implemented and is publicly available

as Free Software (GPLv3). However, not all of
the described features are already implemented.
For example, currently there is only one default
Environment, which only supports Python code.
Furthermore, the code executor component in
Fig. 4 is not yet realized as a separate container
as it should be for performance and security rea-
sons but instead as a plain process run by the
web service. The same holds true for the ontol-
ogy engine (cf. Fig. 5): This ideally also should be
represented by a separate process. Nevertheless,
the current state of the code and the running in-
stance at https://testing.ackrep.org should
be sufficient to illustrate the proposed concept to
a certain degree and to generate some feedback.

Since the first launch of the prototype together
with the original conference paper [23] the num-
ber of entities has increased from originally 9 to
currently 47. Among them are basic control tasks
(from undergraduate level courses) such as lin-
ear state feedback, more sophisticated (and less
known10 control approaches (such as the design
of a reduced Luenberger observer or trajectory
tracking based on differential flatness) as well as
some recent research results of the authors for
trajectory planning of closed kinematic loops [42]
and numerical estimation of the region of attrac-
tion of equilibrium points (see Fig. 6).

Figure 6: Screenshot of ackrep web. Cur-
rently displayed is the result page of the check

solution command for a region of attraction ap-
proximation of the Van der Pol oscillator. The
relevant metadata is shown along with the calcu-
lation result.

10at least to an application focused audience
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6 Discussion

6.1 Evaluation of compliance with
FAIR principles

The initial proposal of the FAIR principles [21]
specifies each of the four goals by several criteria.
In this section we review these criteria (quoted
text) and how our proposed approach relates to
them (unquoted text).

“To be Findable”

• “F1. (meta)data are assigned a globally
unique and persistent identifier”

– Implemented via entity key and IRI of
ontology.

• “F2. data are described with rich metadata
(defined by R1 below)”

– Providing a metadata.yml is required
for every entity to be recognized as such.

• “F3. metadata clearly and explicitly include
the identifier of the data it describes”

– Implicitly fulfilled due to the structure
of the entities.

• “F4. (meta)data are registered or indexed in
a searchable resource”

– Implemented via the SPARQL inter-
face.

“To be Accessible”

• “A1. (meta)data are retrievable by their
identifier using a standardized communica-
tions protocol”

– Partially implemented: The whole
repository including data (code) and
metadata is available via git which
could interpreted as standardized com-
munication protocol. However, a di-
rect access to individual entities without
cloning the whole repo would be more
compliant with this criterion.

• “A1.1 the protocol is open, free, and univer-
sally implementable”

– Implemented. git is Free and Open
Source Software (FOSS) and so is its
protocol.

• “A1.2 the protocol allows for an authentica-
tion and authorization procedure, where nec-
essary”

– Implicitly ensured by the features of git.

• “A2. metadata are accessible, even when the
data are no longer available”

– Not applicable due to the tight coupling
of metadata and data. Both types of
data have the same risk of becoming
unavailable. However, see also Para-
graph c in Section 6.2.

“To be Interoperable”

• “I1. (meta)data use a formal, accessible,
shared, and broadly applicable language for
knowledge representation.”

– Implemented due to the usage of
Python11 (for data) and YAML (for
entity metadata and ontology). Note,
that the usage of YAML to represent
an owl ontology is not standard, but
is likely to be more accessible for the
intended audience (assuming no famil-
iarity with OWL or associated tools)
due to being human readable plain text
but much less redundant than the es-
tablished XML representations.

• “I2. (meta)data use vocabularies that follow
FAIR principles”

– The controlled vocabulary used in the
context of ACKREP is given by the On-
tology of Control Systems Engineering
(OCSE) – which itself is part of the repo
and thus is subject to the general orien-
tation towards these principles.

• “I3. (meta)data include qualified references
to other (meta)data”

– Not yet implemented. Unfortunately,
the authors are not aware of any collec-
tion of (meta)data relevant to the scope
of ACKREP. This is likely due to the
rare usage of semantic technologies in
the field of control systems engineering.
However, both the metadata of the in-
strumental entities as well as the OCSE
allow to add such references in the fu-
ture.

“To be Reusable”

• “R1. meta(data) are richly described with a
plurality of accurate and relevant attributes”

– Implemented via tagging with OCSE
concepts.

11or other programming languages in the future
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• “R1.1. (meta)data are released with a clear
and accessible data usage” license

– Implemented via the requirement of a
Free Software license. The General
Public License (GPLv3) is default for
all contributions, but contributions with
other licenses such as BSD are also ad-
missible.

• “R1.2. (meta)data are associated with de-
tailed provenance”

– Implemented via attributes creator

and editor list in the metadata of in-
strumental entities. Furthermore, doc-
umenting the provenance of contribu-
tions is an essential feature of a version
control system and thus built into ACK-
REP by construction.

• “R1.3. (meta)data meet domain-relevant
community standards”

– Not applicable, as the authors are
not aware of existing domain-relevant
community standards for sharing
(meta)data. However, this contribution
aims to conduce to the establishment
of such standards.

Note that in the domain of control systems
engineering – and probably other scientific
domains which also strongly rely on com-
putational results – the term “reusability”
implies “reproducibility” (of such results) .
Therefore, we want to point out that the
automatic testing incorporated in the ACK-
REP approach facilitates reproducibility and
thus reusability even more than required by
the official FAIR principles.

6.2 Critical Questions

It seems probable to the authors that the pro-
posed approach raises questions and maybe skep-
ticism. In this section we try to anticipate and
answer some of them.

What is the added value to related publi-
cations? As stated in the introduction, earlier
publications ceased either with a description (and
lamentation) of reproduction hurdles or with an
appeal to publish source code and to connect it
with CI services. While the latter doubtlessly fos-
ters reproducibility, this appeal is based on mere
comprehension of the underlying problem. Given
typical resource constraints and incentive struc-
tures in the research system, even strong inten-
tion for reproducibility might be outweighed by

the necessary additional effort to transform the
code into a “presentable” state and to deploy CI.
The proposed approach of the active knowledge
repository, however, might change this balance in
favor of code publication due to the following ex-
pected effects:

1. Basing own work on existing examples re-
duces necessary effort and helps adjust the
own ambition to coding style and quality.

2. Linking to the own code with an
https://ackrep.org/<key>-URL proves
that published code works on independent
infrastructure (=̂ formal quality assurance),
which might provide some extra incentive.

3. Making the own results easily findable on a
platform dedicated to the own research field
increases peer-related visibility much more
than just publishing code among millions of
unrelated projects on a public repository host
(which of course does not conflict with the
proposed approach). Increased visibility is
expected to be a strong extra incentive.

How does an ACKRep-publication re-
late to “classical publications”? Publishing
source code and metadata is supposed to be a sup-
plement to classical publications such as scientific
reports, conference or journal papers. However,
both publication types would benefit from linking
each other: the paper/pdf publication becomes
much easier to reproduce with linked (working)
source code and the published source code be-
comes easier to comprehend with the background
information from a peer reviewed scientific pa-
per. Indirectly, the proposed approach might
also increase the content quality of final publica-
tions because the respective peer reviewers will be
the first beneficiaries of low-barrier reproducibil-
ity and thus are able to assess the submission
more precisely and, if necessary, point out weak-
nesses and possible improvements.

Is the proposed central platform not a sin-
gle point of failure or otherwise problem-
atic? Experience shows that a limited (and of-
ten short) lifetime is attached to almost all hu-
man creations. This holds even more for digi-
tal creations. As the proposed concept does not
create hard dependencies it can be considered
as expandable as useful12: Every contributor is
free (and encouraged to) publish the own con-
tributions elsewhere (cf. public repository host

12Even in the worst case scenario of a sudden irreversible
shutdown after a period of successful operation this would
only destroy (some of) the benefits it added before but not
cause additional problems.
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in Fig. 4). With the features of distributed ver-
sion control this redundancy is easily manageable
and by default every contributor has at least one
local and one public copy of the whole data un-
der control. Furthermore, the constitutional rules
(see Sec. 4.2) of the platform should prevent that
centralization implies concentration of influence
and the availability of all the data and all the
code under a Free Software License gives anybody
the low-effort possibility to clone/fork the whole
project – which in turn acts as a feedback in favor
of finding compromises.

The most sensitive part would be the URLs
hard-coded in publications, which in the worst
case might become unreachable. But on the other
hand, this could happen with any other web ser-
vice as well, and those are typically not as simple
to replace, do not grant open access to all their
content and do not offer easy identification of con-
tributions with unique entity keys.

Does the proposed solution have scalabil-
ity issues? In this paper we suggest to estab-
lish one repository and a central web service (cur-
rently running on a single virtual machine). This
results in two obvious limitations when many con-
tributions are made: a) The repository might be-
come quite big, which complicates further contri-
butions and other interactions and b) the com-
putational resources of the current web server
will not suffice if confronted with several requests
in parallel. However, many other platforms and
projects show that such problems are solvable.
This contribution only aims to propose the basic
concept to raise feedback. If scalability becomes
an problem, then there necessarily is a group of
several contributors who can then also provide the
resources to solve that problem.

How are “older results” supposed to be
included? The incentive structures discussed
in question a) mainly apply to recent results.
However, it would also be desirable that estab-
lished control methods such as, e. g., Kalman fil-
tering, loop shaping or PID design are available
as tested reference implementations. This could
be achieved by including ACKREP in educational
projects: students could learn from existing im-
plementations (as supplement to reading the re-
spective theory) and then create own contribu-
tions or improve existing ones as merge requests.
The potential global visibility of the own work as
well as constructive feedback during the merge re-
quest is expected to be a significant motivation.
In fact, most of the entities currently present in
ackrep data were created during or are at least
related to student projects.

How can the correctness of the content be
ensured in the long term? The proposed so-
lution offers two layers of validation: First, an
automatic formal verification, i. e. a test whether
submitted code runs without errors and produces
the asserted results. This is required before in-
clusion into the repository. Additionally, content-
related flaws such as implementation bugs or con-
ceptual errors can only be detected by domain
experts – as is the case for classical publications.
However, the Comment entity (cf. Fig. 2), which by
definition is associated with specific other entities,
offers an accountable and traceable communica-
tion channel that can be used to precisely iden-
tify and document issues. In contrast, for classical
publications there is no predefined mechanism to
inform the audience about errors or caveats.

7 Conclusion

In this contribution, we proposed a concept to in-
crease compliance with the FAIR principles for re-
sults in system and control theory based on com-
putational tools. To this end, we first summarized
the motivation for the principles and especially
the reproducibility problem, which affects our re-
search discipline as many others. After that we
gave a brief overview on relevant existing tech-
nologies and how to combine them. The core con-
tributions of this paper consist in the description
of the repository structure, the overall architec-
ture of the proposed tool, the description of the
ontology (OCSE) and the process scheme for the
basic use cases (along with the constitutional rule
set). To facilitate the further experimental val-
idation of the proposed concept, the prototype
implementation was briefly outlined. Finally, we
gave a comparison of our suggested approach to
the original FAIR principles and some discussion
of expected concerns.

The authors want to close with the normative
claim that reproducibility should be a key fea-
ture of scientific results and thus the FAIR prin-
ciples deserve more attention. Published results
should be as easy as possible to find, to access and
to reproduce by interested individuals or groups,
e. g. peer researchers, graduate students or busi-
ness and industry. The proposed approach of the
active knowledge repository and much more its
current implementation status is not expected to
be the optimal solution or even close to that. But
nevertheless it might be a relevant step in an on-
going optimization process.
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